Brick-and-Mortar Banking Remains Prevalent in an Increasingly Virtual World

The lobbies, tellers, drive-through lanes, and vaults associated with physical banking offices have long represented the public face of U.S. banks and thrift institutions. These offices have traditionally provided customers with a full spectrum of financial transactions that support the ordinary business of life: cashing a check, getting a small business loan, applying for a mortgage, opening a savings account. Over time, the spread of automated teller machines (ATMs), the rise of online and mobile banking, and the formation of nonbank sources of credit and transaction services have reduced customers’ day-to-day dependence on physical offices. Nonetheless, as of June 2014, some 6,669 banks and thrifts continued to operate 94,725 brick-and-mortar offices, providing testament to the enduring value of physical access to banking services in an increasingly virtual banking world.

This report chronicles long-term trends in the banking offices—the headquarters and branches operated by federally insured banks and thrift institutions—from 1935 to 2014. While the number of offices and their density relative to population are estimated back to 1935, this report focuses on the period from 1987 to 2014. The availability of detailed, office-level data for federally insured banks and thrifts during this period provided the FDIC the ability to explore how population and economic growth, as well as technological and legislative forces, have shaped the nation’s bank office footprint over almost three decades.

The long-term growth of offices in the United States is highlighted in three distinct cyclical periods since 1987. The total number of offices declined nearly every year between 1989 and 1995, and again between 2009 and 2014. These two periods of decline bracketed a period of significant expansion between 1995 and 2009, when the total number of offices increased each year. This expansion varied geographically and occurred along with the rise of large branch office networks. Four main factors contributed to changes in the distribution of offices since 1987:

- Growing population and geographic shifts in population,
- Banking crises,
- Federal and state legislative changes that relaxed branching laws, and
- Technological innovation and the rise of electronic banking.

This study discusses the notion of office density in terms of the number of offices per 10,000 people, facilitating a comparison of how “well-banked” an area is compared with other areas at particular points in time. It also takes a closer look at office growth in the most recent period from 2008 to 2014, using more detailed data to go beyond studying net changes and explore the components of gross openings and closings. Overall, the data provide a better understanding of how bank office trends affect community banks, as defined in the 2012 FDIC Community Banking Study.

What are the key considerations in an institution’s decision to open or close an office? Many of the factors that determine where to open a new office are specific to the institution and the market in which it operates: its business strategy, competition, experience, real estate costs, and the demographics of the market. Other factors, such as traffic flow and access to a site from nearby roads, are also considered. For an office that is already operating, the institution has data on transactions volume and profitability that can be used when determining whether it should be closed. The collective decisions of individual institutions to open and close offices create the geographic distribution of offices across cities, counties, states, and ultimately the nation.

The number of offices in the United States has increased over the long term. The interval between 1935 and 2014 can be divided into five distinct periods: two periods of expansion and three periods of contraction (see Chart 1). The two expansions occurred between 1945 and 1989, and between 1995 and 2009. Contraction occurred between 1935 and 1945, and between 1989 and 1995, and another that began in 2009. Far more offices have been added during...
Population declined or stagnated in some large metros between 1987 and 2013, and nearly all of these cities saw declines in the number of offices. The ten large metro areas in Table 3 that lost the largest percentage of population expansions than have been removed during contractions, so that the total number of offices increased by 67,222, or 244 percent, between 1935 and 2014.

Office growth has outpaced the nation’s population growth over the long term and has tended to follow regional migration patterns. Between 1970 and 2014, the U.S. population grew by over 50 percent, while the number of offices more than doubled. Much of the nation’s population growth occurred in the Sunbelt states of the South and West and many of these states also experienced strong office growth.

Domestic migration since 1991 has tended to be from states in the Northeast and Midwest to those in the South and West, as shown in Table 1. The patterns of office changes observed in the Northeast and the South suggest that migration can exert a strong influence on where banks locate offices. The Midwest appears to be an outlier. While net migration to the Midwest was negative, the institutions there nevertheless added offices. Factors other than population that help explain the growth in offices are explored in subsequent sections.

Most offices in the United States are located in metropolitan (metro) areas, and most of the net office growth since 1987 has occurred in metro areas. Just over 79 percent of offices in 2014 were located in metro areas, up from 77.8 percent in 1987, with 11 percent located in micropolitan (micro) areas and the remaining 10 percent located in rural areas. Over 90 percent of the net growth in offices since 1987 occurred in metro areas, 7 percent occurred in micro areas, and slightly more than 2 percent in rural areas. Four of the ten large metropolitan areas that experienced the greatest proportional growth in offices during this period were located in Texas. Six of the ten large metros that experienced the greatest proportional loss of offices were located in California.

The ten metropolitan areas with the largest proportional increases in population between 1987 and 2013 were located primarily in the Sunbelt. All but one of these metros saw at least 32 percent growth in offices between 1987 and 2014 (see Table 2).

3 The metropolitan and micropolitan area definitions used in this study are from the Office of Management and Budget’s 2013 definitions, which are available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/bulletins/2013/b-13-01.pdf. The most recent metro area population data are from 2013. A few dozen offices are located outside of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, in other U.S. territories or outlying areas that are not assigned a metropolitan, micropolitan, or rural designation.

4 Large metros had at least 500,000 people in 2013.
Growth began to slow down in the early 1980s and plateaued in the late 1980s, before it contracted between 1989 and 1995. Sustained growth in the number of offices reemerged between 1995 and 2009, before once again declining after the financial crisis. The decline from 2009 through 2014 has been about as large in absolute terms as that which occurred from 1989 to 1995 (see Chart 2).

Office growth has become more cyclical since the 1980s. The total number of U.S. banking offices expanded almost continuously between 1945 and 1989. Growth began to slow down in the early 1980s and plateaued in the late 1980s, before it contracted between 1989 and 1995. Sustained growth in the number of offices reemerged between 1995 and 2009, before once again declining after the financial crisis. The decline from 2009 through 2014 has been about as large in absolute terms as that which occurred from 1989 to 1995 (see Chart 2).

In 1982, the number of offices declined by 0.3 percent. Between 1987 and 2013, or gained only a small percentage, are located primarily in post-industrial sections of northeastern and midwestern states. The fact that New Orleans experienced the second-largest proportional decline in population speaks to the extraordinary effects of Hurricane Katrina.

Office growth has become more cyclical since the 1980s. The total number of U.S. banking offices expanded almost continuously between 1945 and 1989. Growth began to slow down in the early 1980s and plateaued in the late 1980s, before it contracted between 1989 and 1995. Sustained growth in the number of offices reemerged between 1995 and 2009, before once again declining after the financial crisis. The decline from 2009 through 2014 has been about as large in absolute terms as that which occurred from 1989 to 1995 (see Chart 2).
Like the period that followed the Great Depression, the two recent periods of decline in banking offices followed major banking crises. Each of these crisis periods was characterized by weak earnings and bank failures, and many institutions were forced to make tough decisions about their use of physical assets. By contrast, the intervening periods of stability were characterized by relatively strong earnings and few failures, enabling many institutions to pursue strategies of growth and expansion. Between 1943 and 1981, the number of FDIC-insured bank failures averaged fewer than five per year. However, the onset of problems in the banking and thrift industries in the early 1980s raised the average number of bank failures to 180 per year between 1982 and 1994. After this crisis subsided, the annual number of failures fell once again to fewer than five per year on average between 1995 and 2007. The onset of the 2008 financial crisis brought about an increase in failures, with over 100 bank failures on average each year between 2008 and 2012.

Expansion and contraction of offices varied geographically across the United States. As might be expected, the pattern of office growth has not been uniform across the country (see Map 1). From 1987 to 2014, the number of banking offices declined in 13 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, while offices increased in 37 states. The states that gained the most offices during this period lie in a band that stretches through the Midwest from Minnesota to Texas, and that also includes the southeastern states of Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida. In cases such as Texas, where population increased 62 percent, and Florida, where population increased 66 percent, large increases in population help explain increases in the number of bank offices.

Legislative changes have been an important driver of geographic differences in office growth since the 1980s. One of the most important legislative changes affecting the geography of banking since the 1980s has been the relaxation of state unit banking laws. In 1979, 12 states were unit banking states that prohibited branching outright: Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Wisconsin. Unit banking states prohibited banks from branching.
Oklahoma, Texas, West Virginia, and Wyoming. By 1991, all of these former unit banking states had removed these restrictions. As branching restrictions were removed, many of these states saw large increases in total banking offices. Of the ten states that gained the most banking offices between 1987 and 2014, five were former unit banking states and five were states that had imposed other types of geographic restrictions on branching as of 1979. The number of offices in the 12 unit banking states increased more than 1.5 percent from 1989 to 1995, during a time when the total number of U.S. banking offices was contracting.

Another result of legislative change was the nationwide expansion of interstate banking. The Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act of 1994 (Riegle-Neal) established a uniform standard by which an institution headquartered in one state could branch into, or acquire banks in, any other state, and allowed institutions operating subsidiary charters in different states to combine them into a single interstate bank.


Both large and small institutions were able to expand geographically as restrictions were relaxed. The effects were especially pronounced in the years between the passage of Riegle-Neal and its nationwide implementation in 1997, when the banking industry experienced its highest annual rates of voluntary charter consolidation. Banking consolidation during this period led to more expansive geographic footprints and larger office networks. In 1987, prior to the relaxation of interstate banking restrictions, large institutions (those with at least $10 billion in total assets) operated offices in only 1.8 states on average. Chart 3 shows that these large institutions substantially expanded the number of states in which they operated offices beginning around the same time that interstate banking restrictions were relaxed nationally; Chart 4 shows that the size of their office networks began to rise about the same time.

Footnotes:
11 Some states permitted de novo entry by out-of-state institutions, others permitted entry via acquisition by out-of-state institutions regardless of where they were headquartered, and others permitted entry only to out-of-state banks headquartered in certain regions of the country.
Another ramification of consolidation was the rise of very large office networks.\(^\text{13}\) In 1987, only one federally insured banking institution operated a network with more than 1,000 offices; most offices were operated by banks and thrifts that had fewer than 50 offices each. By 2014, 11 institutions operated about one-third of all U.S. banking offices, with networks of more than 1,000 offices each (see Chart 5).

Amid demographic and legislative changes that helped reshape branch banking in the United States, far-reaching changes in technology have been transforming how people access banking services. In recent decades, technology has introduced a variety of new ways for customers to access their accounts and interact with their banks. The important banking technologies introduced over the past 50 years include:

- ATMs;
- credit and debit cards;
- telephone banking;
- remote deposit capture (RDC)—scanning checks from a home or business and sending them to the bank electronically for deposit;
- online (internet) banking—accessing a bank account via a laptop, desktop, or tablet computer; and
- mobile banking—accessing a bank account via cell phone or smartphone.

ATMs made their U.S. debut in 1969 and soon spread across the nation, reaching 425,000 by 2010.\(^\text{14}\) Universal credit cards became more common in the 1970s, followed by debit cards in the 1990s, giving consumers new payment alternatives at the point of sale.\(^\text{15}\) Telephone banking appeared in the 1970s, followed by the beginning of online banking in the 1990s. Online banking has become an increasingly popular channel for consumers: According to data from the Pew Research Center, 61 percent of Internet users banked online in 2013, up from 44 percent in 2005, and 18 percent in 2000.\(^\text{16}\) The past ten years have seen the advent of RDC, a technological alternative for one of the most common teller transactions: depositing checks. After the 2004 Check Clearing for the 21st Century Act, banks were authorized to accept electronic deposits based on digital images of checks. Most recently, the widespread adoption of internet-enabled smartphones and tablets has given even more impetus to the development of mobile banking and payments. In 2013, 35 percent of cell phone users said they had used their phone to check their bank account or perform transactions, up from 18 percent in 2011.\(^\text{17}\)

The cumulative effect of these new technologies has been a decline in the number of transactions taking place at physical banking offices. One study shows that the average number of teller transactions per office declined by 45 percent between 1992 and 2013, from 11,700 transactions per month to 6,400.\(^\text{18}\) Using a credit or debit card has become more common than writing a check. According to Federal Reserve data, paper checks accounted for only 15 percent of noncash payments in 2012, down from 46 percent in 2003. By contrast, universal credit and debit cards accounted for 58 percent of noncash payments in 2012, up from 38 percent in 2003. The total number of noncash trans-

\(^{13}\) For more about consolidation among FDIC-insured banks and thrifts, see Backup and Brown, “Community Banks Remain Resilient Amid Industry Consolidation.”


actions grew by 50 percent from 2003 to 2012, as the number of checks written declined.\footnote{Christopher A. Williams, “Banks Go Shopping for Customers,” The Regional Economist (October 1997), N.P., https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/re/articles/?id=1789.}

Even with the innovations of the past 50 years, consumers continue to value and use physical banking offices. Today there are more banking offices per capita than in 1970, when many of today’s most popular electronic banking alternatives either did not yet exist or were not yet widely available. Moreover, according to the 2013 FDIC National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households, visiting a teller remains the most common way for households to access their accounts.\footnote{FDIC, “2013 FDIC National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households” (Washington, DC: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, October 2014), p. 53, Figure 8.1, https://fdic.gov/householdsurvey/2013report.pdf.} Although mobile banking would appear to be an appealing substitute for bank office visits, and is a fast-growing option, it remains one of the least common ways for consumers to access their accounts.\footnote{Ibid.} Among households that preferred online or mobile banking, most also reported visiting tellers to access their accounts.\footnote{Ibid., p. 59, Table 8.3.}

Nonetheless, as alternative payment and banking methods become more mainstream, fewer transactions are being conducted at offices. The rise of RDC, more sophisticated ATM terminals, and the proliferation of smartphones appear to be reducing the frequency with which bank customers are visiting their local branch to perform simple transactions. Moreover, the frequency of visits is lower for younger individuals. A recent survey indicates that 19 percent of people ages 18 to 29 visited a bank or credit union branch in the previous week, compared with 29 percent of those ages 30 to 49.\footnote{Chris Kahn, “March 2014 Financial Security Survey,” BankRate.com (2014), N.P., http://www.bankrate.com/finance/consumer-index/financial-security-charts-0314.aspx.}

However, the available data on balance show that most bank customers continue to place value on physical offices as part of a diverse suite of retail banking options. In order to evaluate how technological alternatives may affect the total number of physical banking offices, a measure of how prevalent those offices are relative to the total demand for banking services is needed. If physical banking offices were indeed becoming less prevalent over time, then that would provide some evidence that new banking technologies may represent substitutes for those banking offices in serving bank customers. But if physical banking offices are as prevalent or more prevalent today than they were in the past, then perhaps technology should not be viewed as a perfect substitute for brick-and-mortar banking offices.
state restrictions on branching. States with the strongest restrictions on branching in 1979 saw an increase in office density once those restrictions were lifted, while states with some geographic restrictions on branching saw a decline in density equal to the national average. The largest decline in density after 1987 was observed among states that already allowed statewide branching in 1979. These results are consistent with the idea that unit banking laws had restricted the desired prevalence of banking offices in these states before 1987, and that the elimination of the restrictions contributed to increases in banking offices since then (see Chart 8).

Changes in the density of offices since the 1970s further suggest that new technologies have had, at best, a limited effect on the prevalence of offices. Because mobile, ATM, online, and other alternative banking channels reduce the number of transactions that require
Per capita density can be used to compare the relative prevalence of physical banking services across geographies as well as over time. For the United States as a whole, the density of banking offices has declined by about 15 percent since 1987. But to the extent that the measure of density expresses how “well banked” a specific area is, one might expect to see less well banked areas become more dense over time, while more densely banked areas become less dense over time. To the extent that this is the case, the location of banking offices would represent a “mean-reverting” process, where extremes to the high side or the low side are narrowed by market forces over time.

The data, however, suggest that changes in banking density over time at the state and county level are generally not mean-reverting. Chart 9 shows that changes in state-level density between 1987 and 2014 appear to be unrelated to the density of banking offices in each state at the beginning of the period. Similarly, Chart 10 shows that changes in county-level density between 1987 and 2013 also were unrelated to density at the beginning of the period. Taken together, these charts suggest that states and counties that started out with higher-than-average density tended to stay that way over time, as did states and counties with below-average density.

One reason why density tends not to be mean-reverting across states and counties is the presence of relatively stable long-term differences in density between metro, micro, and rural counties. Chart 11 shows that among these three county types, rural counties exhibit the highest average density, followed by micro counties, with metro counties showing the lowest average density. The intuition behind these differences seems clear: Because people live farther apart in less populated rural areas, a higher number of banking offices per 10,000 people is necessary to adequately serve those areas. Chart 11 also shows that the differences in density between county types have remained fairly stable over time. Average density in rural and micro counties, in particular, has declined very little since 1987. It takes about as many offices, in per capita terms, to serve rural and micro counties today as it did in 1987. By contrast, density in metro counties has undergone a 15 percent decline since 1987.

Part of the decline in U.S. office density that has taken place since the mid-1980s can be attributed to the multi-decade trend of rural depopulation in the United States. Between 1980 and 2010, while the nation’s population was growing by 36 percent, half of U.S. rural counties lost population. Moreover, the depopulation trend actually accelerated compared with the period between 1970 and 2000. With rural counties having an average office density that was nearly twice that of metro counties in 2013, the movement of people out of rural counties and into metro counties had the effect of lowering the density of banking offices for the nation as a whole.

---

*a The most recent county population data are from 2013.

a visit to a banking office, one might expect that banks should be able to operate fewer offices and still serve the same number of customers. However, at 2.9 offices per 10,000 people in 2014, the density of offices is currently greater than at any time before 1977, when many of today’s banking technologies were either not available or had not yet become mainstream. Despite the far-reaching innovations that have occurred in the delivery of banking services, the ongoing presence of large numbers of physical offices suggests that they still create real value in allowing banks to interact with their customers.

**Components of Structural Change**

In addition to the long-term trends in the number and location of offices, it is also important to understand the components of structural change between periods. For example, how many new offices were opened by existing banks versus new banks? How many offices were closed as a result of failures, mergers, or charter consolidations versus rationalization of branch structures by surviving institutions? The availability of more detailed data starting in 2008 allows for a closer look at changes in office structure that can address these issues.

FDIC-insured institutions opened and closed thousands of offices between 2008 and 2014. Chart 12 shows that just more than 11,000 unique offices were added to the FDIC’s Summary of Deposits survey during this six-year period, the vast majority of which were newly created offices, as opposed to pre-existing offices being newly added to the survey. Of the 15,500 offices that were closed over this period, just a small fraction were closed as a direct result of bank failures or mergers.

Another important recent trend has been a sustained slowdown in the number of newly created offices, which was exceeded in almost every year by the number of offices closed (see Charts 13 and 14). Office openings since 2008 have been held back in part by a lull in the creation of new banking charters, while office openings at existing institutions have also declined in a less than favorable economic environment. Only 15 new charters were established between 2010 and 2013, compared with 510 new charters between 2006 and 2009. Some

---

26 Openings and closings are measured from June of each year.
27 Backup and Brown, “Community Banks Remain Resilient,” p. 35. New charters include de novo institutions, preexisting institutions that converted to an insured bank or thrift (such as conversions from credit unions), as well as any other newly insured banking institution that filed a year-end financial report.
large institutions have also recently announced plans to rationalize their branch structures as a means to control costs after the financial crisis, while others pared back office expansion plans.\footnote{J. Ma, “Wells Fargo Mulls Fewer Branches as Rivals Cut Back,” \textit{Investor’s Business Daily}, March 7, 2012.}

As a percent of offices operating in 2008, more openings and closings of banking offices occurred in metro areas between 2008 and 2014 than in micro or rural areas (see Chart 15). While 79 percent of offices were located in metro areas in 2008, some 85 percent of office closings and 89 percent of office openings through 2014 occurred in metro areas. By contrast, 11 percent of offices located in micro areas in 2008 saw only 9 percent of office closings and 7 percent of office openings through 2014. Similarly, while 10 percent of offices were located in rural areas in 2008, rural areas saw only 6 percent of office closings and 4 percent of openings through 2014.

Notably, the data indicate that the majority of the offices operated by FDIC-insured institutions that fail or merge out of existence continue operating under new ownership after the failure or merger. About 78 percent of the offices of failed banks continued to report in the next Summary of Deposits survey, as did nearly 85 percent of the offices operated by banks undergoing a voluntary merger or consolidation (see Chart 16).

Although banks of all sizes have closed offices since 2008, office closings have been concentrated among just a few large institutions. Since 2008, just 15 institutions have accounted for one-third of all gross office closures. These 15 institutions include some of the nation’s largest banks, as well as large regional banks, two of which—Washington Mutual and Wachovia—failed or were forced to merge during the crisis. Other large institutions have pared back their extensive office networks as part of their post-crisis restructuring efforts. In all, just 52 institutions have accounted for one-half of office closings since 2008.

\textbf{Trends in Community Bank Offices}

Because of their focus on relationship banking, trends in office structure are particularly important for community banks.\footnote{For the definition of “community bank,” see Chapter 1 of the FDIC Community Banking Study, 2012, \url{https://fdic.gov/regulations/resources/cbi/report/cbi-full.pdf}.} Amid a long-term trend of banking industry consolidation, the number of community bank charters declined by 45 percent between 1994 and 2014, while the number of noncommunity bank charters declined by 71 percent. However, amid these substantial declines in banking charters, the number of community banking offices declined by just 6.5 percent, while the number of noncommunity banking offices increased by 36 percent (see Chart 17).\footnote{Change in banking charters and offices calculated from midyear 1994 through midyear 2014.} The net result was an increase in the average size of the community bank office network, from 3.2 offices in 1994 to 5.5 offices in 2014, while the average number of offices operated by noncommunity banks rose from 26.4 to 123.5. So while community banks experienced modest increases in the size of their office networks, these networks remained at sizes that were generally more amenable to local control and decision-making than...
the dozens or hundreds of offices operated by many noncommunity banks.

The 2012 FDIC Community Banking Study observed that community banks held the majority of local deposits in rural and micro counties through 2011. Data through 2014 indicate that community banks continue to maintain these majorities, and now hold 72 percent of deposits in U.S. rural counties and 56 percent of deposits in micro counties (see Chart 18). While the majority of community bank deposits continue to be held in metro counties, the community banks’ share of total metro area deposits has declined from 36 percent in 1987 to 13 percent in 2014. It is primarily this loss of market share in metro areas that has driven down the community bank share of total industry deposits from 41 percent in 1987 to 16 percent in 2014.

The 2012 Study also identified 629 counties in which community banks operated 100 percent of all banking offices as of 2011. This report extends that analysis by identifying 646 counties where community banks held 100 percent of local deposits as of 2014 (see Map 2). Further insight into markets where community banks predominate is provided in Map 2; shaded regions indicate counties where community banks hold between 75 percent and 99 percent of total deposits. In all, there were 1,244 counties in the United States and Puerto Rico where community banks held at least 75 percent of banking deposits in 2014. These counties accounted for nearly 40 percent of all counties and 7.3 percent of the U.S. population. Noncommunity banks held at least 75 percent of banking deposits in 738 counties, accounting for 23 percent of all counties and 64 percent of the U.S. population.

It has already been observed that the total number and density of banking offices have declined during the post-crisis period and that total office closings have exceeded office openings since 2010. However, amid these trends, community banks proved more reluctant to close branches and more willing to open new branches than did noncommunity banks. Chart 19 shows that the number of new offices opened by community banks between 2008 and 2014 was equal to 11.5 percent of the offices they operated in 2008.
therefore their banking offices) that fail or merge are acquired by other community banks, this percentage declines with the size of the institution. Between 2003 and 2013, some 85 percent of community banks with assets less than $100 million were acquired by other community banks, compared with just 10 percent of community banks with assets between $1 billion and $10 billion.

Chart 19 also shows that the total number of community bank offices declined by 8.8 percent between 2008 and 2014, compared with a decline of just 1.9 percent for noncommunity banks. All of this differential in the growth rate for banking offices between community and noncommunity banks can be accounted for by the net transfer of offices between the two groups as a result of failures, mergers, branch sales, or changes in the size or structure of the institution. While previous research has shown that nearly two-thirds of community banks (and therefore their banking offices) that fail or merge are acquired by other community banks, this percentage declines with the size of the institution. Between 2003 and 2013, some 85 percent of community banks with assets less than $100 million were acquired by other community banks, compared with just 10 percent of community banks with assets between $1 billion and $10 billion.

**Conclusion**

This paper chronicles the historical evolution of the banking industry, focusing on the physical banking offices operated by federally insured banks and thrifts. The number of U.S. banking offices has generally grown with population in recent decades, reaching an all-time peak as recently as 2009. There has also been considerable cyclicality in the number of offices that

---

has coincided with banking crises that occurred in the late 1980s and again in the late 2000s. Geographic variation in office growth over time appears to be associated with differences in population growth and with the varying regional effects of legislative changes that have relaxed or eliminated restrictions on branch banking and interstate banking. New technologies introduced since at least the 1970s have expanded the number of ways that customers can interact with their bank. Yet surveys continue to show that visiting a teller continues to be the most common way for households to access their accounts. Banking offices remain prevalent. The total per capita density of banking offices in 2014 was higher than in any year before 1977, and the density of banking offices in rural and micropolitan counties has declined very little over the past 25 years.

More detailed office data available for the past seven years show that, although FDIC-insured institutions have opened and closed thousands of banking offices since 2008, the number of office closings has consistently outpaced openings of new offices since 2010. Over the past seven years, community banks have opened proportionately more offices and closed fewer offices than noncommunity banks. Still, the total number of community bank offices declined more than the number of noncommunity bank offices because of the conversion of charters to noncommunity status caused by failures, mergers, and changes in the size and structure of the institution.

This analysis shows that physical offices remain a vital channel through which FDIC-insured institutions deliver financial services to their customers. New technologies have certainly created convenient new ways for bank customers to conduct business, yet there is little evidence that these new channels have done much to replace traditional brick-and-mortar offices where banking relationships are built. Convenient, online services are here to stay, but as long as personal service and relationships remain important, bankers and their customers will likely continue to do business face-to-face.
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